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Cool C's leg shore on some foreign shit
Ballin' like baseball throw a band at you
Spicy chica shotgun she a man eater
Another nigga bitch, I stay with a cheater
Extendo for the heater and one for the refill
My heart pump ethane and my gas expensive
No '87 , Jay's nr. 7
Check my G swag , coming through a bag
Being broke is sad, and I'ma chip or do
I got a new machine in a different due
Some of my bitches like bitches too
And we just met these stats so these bitches new
And all I know is when lose is difficult
Gain is critical , these niggas horrible
Ask the oracle, I'm tryin' to make a fortune
Killing shit abortion , new extortions

[Hook x2]
All of that designer shit, designer shit that's what I like
Act a donkey in the mall make it all bout tonight
Automatic 30 so all know 'bout a fight
Wipe for 'em whip it hit 'em
Livin, I'm just livin' life

Chandelier as pretty woman doing white girls
I'm smoking dope getting money on my mac book
King Louie got 'em rocking crack cup
Phone book benz bitch I'm doing numbers
Paper hunt MUBU lumber
AC wind was down whole summer
I'm a gamble mobster dope stripping pasta
More benz please ASAP
4 O's and a P and the 2 L's
Purp' L bomb bumping prince
Bitches giving hints, they wanna do a nigga
DTM , I'm just livin life
Tryin' to stay sucker free in the land of lollipops
Shawty bounce make her pussy nigga body drop
When we go back from outta town we gon' rolly shop
Nigga sayin' they gettin' money and they know they not
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[Hook x2]
All of that designer shit, designer shit that's what I like
Act a donkey in the mall make it all bout tonight
Automatic 30 so all know 'bout a fight
Wipe for 'em whip it hit 'em
Livin, I'm just livin' life
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